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I " 
To acquaint the faculty members how to use fire safety instruments.

I

swiftly in times of such emergency situation.

y . To make staff aware about the Fire Fighting rescue operation and its procedure.

. f o create a safety mind-set among the participants.

DESCRIPTION:

"The dangers of life are infinite, and among them is safety. t.

In co'trnuation of the RDPS v ecrous and on-going endeavo?s to create awai'eness about Disaster tr,ianagement, a

l'rorkshop for the teachers on how to use fire extinguisher was conducted in the school premlse. The workshop startecl

with the briefing on the safety measures that should be taken up at the time of fire emergency. The resource

person briefed on the various fire -fighting instruments available in the school such as fire extinguishers, fire hose

reel etc. Thereafter, the resource person demonstrated how to use these instruments step by steps. He shared simple

and easy to follow safety tips, explained the functioning of a fire extinguisher and spoke of the DOs and DONTs

regarding possibilities of fire. Some teachers were even called on to operate the fire-extinguishers and fire hose

.vlependently. He also spoke on the need to watch out for warning signs and practice safeguards to prevent

occurrence of Incidents that may range from inconvenient to life-threatening. Some first-aid tips and demonstrations

were also given.

The session proved to be informutiu" una;Tffirative lesson on life-saving skillsdhdFtouched upon the emergency

response role of the staff during a fire emlrgency.
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